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Abstract—Torsional interaction is an important phenomenon
of concern when a turbine-generator (TG) unit is connected
to a series compensated line or a high voltage direct current
(HVDC) system. The subsynchronous torsional interaction (SSTI)
may have significant impact on the hydraulic system due to
the negative damping introduced by HVDC converter controls.
This paper investigates the SSTI behaviour of hydro TG units
interconnected with a HVDC system for a varying generator-toturbine inertia ratio. Case studies are carried out by changing the
value of firing angle, applying a three-phase fault at the inverter
bus and line switching at the rectifier ac system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The torsional interaction behaviour of the steam turbinegenerator (TG) units have been reported in the literature, such
as the shaft failures at the Mohave Generating Station (in
Southern Nevada) [1] and Square Butte (in North Dakota)
[2]. These subsynchronous torsional interactions (SSTI) are
significant on steam units where significant level of analysis
has been carried out. However, little information exists with
regard to hydro systems.
The torsional mode of a Kaplan-type hydraulic unit is
normally 10 Hz or less, whilst the torsional frequency for a
Francis or Pelton wheel type hydraulic unit is in the range
between 10 and 24 Hz, with an average around 18 Hz [3].
When the complement frequency of the electrical resonance
frequency, fcomp (i.e. f0 − fer ) is approximately equal to the
mechanical torsional mode, fn of the TG unit, while there
is insufficient damping in the combined electro-mechanical
systems, sustained shaft oscillations will appear.
A Kaplan type of hydraulic unit could possibly excite
torsional interaction problem with HVDC as its torsional
frequency is 10 Hz or less as reported in [3]. The HVDC
converters contribute to the damping of the torsional oscillations of a TG unit depending on the frequency of oscillation.
At low frequency, the converter provides negative damping. If
the turbine modal damping Dn is large enough to overcome
the negative damping contributed by the converter, the torsional oscillations will be damped and subside to steady-state.
The level and the frequency range of negative damping are

dependent on the value of the firing angle and the dc power
transfer [4].
In this paper, SSTI behaviour of a hydro TG unit (with
varying generator-to-turbine inertia ratio n) interconnected
with a HVDC system is investigated. The time domain simulations are performed by changing the value of firing angle α,
applying three-phase fault at the inverter bus and incorporating
line switching at the rectifier ac system.
II. M ODELLING OF H YDRAULIC S YSTEM WITH A HVDC
L INK
The modelling of the system network includes the detailed
representation of synchronous generator, exciter, hydraulic
turbine-governor and torsional shaft system. The time domain
simulations of an integrated system are investigated to study
the SSTI behaviour of a hydraulic TG unit in the vicinity of
a HVDC system.
A. Modelling of HVDC System
To represent the HVDC systems for power-flow and stability
analyses, the following assumptions are made [5], [6]:
• The direct current Id is ripple-free.
• The ac systems at both the rectifier and the inverter
compose of purely sinusoidal, constant frequency and
balanced voltage sources behind balanced impedances.
• The converter transformers do not saturate.
The dynamic representation of the HVDC system as shown in
Fig. 1 is developed as follows:
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where, Id is the direct current, Vd is the DC voltage, Vdm
is the DC voltage on the dc line, Rd , Ld and Cd are the dc
line resistance, inductance and capacitance respectively, α is
the rectifier ignition delay angle, γ is the inverter extinction
advance angle, Rc and Xc are the equivalent commutating
resistance and reactance respectively, B is the number of
bridges in series, T is the transformer ratio, Eac is the AC lineto-line voltages, and the subscripts r and i represent rectifier
and inverter respectively.

Fig. 1.

HVDC T-Model Transmission Line

The rectifier subsystem of the HVDC system is operated in
constant current (CC) control mode and the inverter subsystem
is operated in constant extinction angle (CEA) control mode.
The CC control of the rectifier will be modelled as a PI
controller as shown in Fig. 2.


Ki
α = Kp +
(Iord − Idr )
(8)
s
where Kp = proportional gain, Ki = integral gain, Iord =
current order.

2) Torsional Shaft Model: The linearised model of the
hydraulic TG shaft system is represented based on a massspring-damping model as follows [5]:
1
Dtg
Ktg
∆Pe +
∆ωtur +
∆δtur
2Hgen
2Hgen
2Hgen
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(9)
−
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where, ω is the rotor speed, H is the inertia constant, D
is the damping coefficient, Dtg and Ktg are the damping
coefficient and spring constant between the turbine and the
generator, δ is the rotor angle, Pm and Pe are the mechanical
and electrical powers respectively. Subscripts ‘gen’ and ‘tur’
represent generator and turbine respectively.
3) Combined Network System: The combined ac system
represented in a small-signal state-space model has the following expression:




∆ẋ = Asys ∆x + Bsys ∆u
(11)
where, the ac system state variables are
∆x = [∆ωgen ∆δgen ∆ψf d ∆ψ1d ∆ψ2q ∆v1
∆vcont ∆Ef d ∆g ∆Tm ∆ωtur ∆δtur ]T

(12)

C. Interaction between AC/DC Systems
The SSTI behaviour of the hydraulic TG unit is analysed
in conjunction with CIGRE first HVDC benchmark model.
The interaction equations, which describe the relationship
between AC and DC systems, are as follows:

Iacr
cosφr

√
6
Idr Br Tr
π
Xcr Id
≈ cosα − √
2Tr Eacr
=

(13)
(14)

III. A NALYTICAL M ETHODOLOGIES
Fig. 2.

Constant Current Control of the Rectifier

B. Modelling of AC Network
This subsection describes the modelling of a hydro unit
together with its exciter, turbine-governor, and the torsional
shaft model. The eigenvalue analysis is employed to determine
the torsional frequency fn of the hydro unit.
1) Hydraulic TG Unit: The salient pole synchronous machine model used in the analysis is the two-axis model. The
IEEE alternator supplied rectifier excitation system (AC1A),
the mechanical-hydraulic governor and a non-elastic water
column turbine without surge tank are included from PSCAD
library.

Torsional instability is normally caused by the control paths
such as the supplementary damping control and the rectifier
current control [5]. If the torsional frequency of the generator
unit is low enough and lie within the negative damping
frequency range of a normal HVDC operation, then there is
a possibility for the unit to interact with the HVDC converter
controls and result in instability. Thus, it is important to have
analytical methodologies for the different aspects of the SSTI
problem.
A. Methods for SSTI Analysis
1) Screening Tool: The Unit Interaction Factor (UIF) has
been used widely as a screening tool to measure the influence
of dc system controls on torsional stability. It computes the
impact of the fast acting control loops of a dc system on
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Fig. 3.

A Hydro Turbine-Generator Unit Interconnected to CIGRE First HVDC Benchmark Model

torsional damping of a generator. This factor is expressed as
follows [7], [8]:
U IF =

M V AHV DC
M V AGen


1−

SCGout
SCGin

2
(15)

where, M V AHV DC and M V Agen are the ratings of the
HVDC system and the generator respectively, SCGin and
SCGout are the short circuit capacities at the HVDC
commutating bus with and without the generator respectively. The M V AHV DC /M V AGen ratio identifies the relative size of the HVDC system and the generator, while the
2
(1 − SCGout /SCGin ) term establishes the electrical coupling between the HVDC system and the generator [7].
This method identifies if detailed studies are required; if
UIF is 0.1 or greater, the system needs further investigation.
2) Time Domain Analysis: PSCAD R / EMTDC c is used
as the tool for time domain analysis. It allows detailed representation of the integrated AC-DC system network. This
analysis is useful for analysing the transient shaft torque
oscillations due to SSTI.
B. Mitigation Methods
To overcome the SSTI problem in the vicinity of a HVDC
system, a subsynchronous damping controller (SSDC) is normally included at a rectifier station to provide an additional
damping. However, this is not a subject matter of this paper
and hence, it will not be discussed herein.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A hydraulic TG unit connected to a HVDC system shown
in Fig. 3 is used as the study system for SSTI analysis. This
study system consists of a 500 kV, 1000 MW monopolar DC
link and a 1210 MVA hydraulic system, which represents the
aggregated model of multiple hydro units. The HVDC system
is represented by the CIGRE first HVDC benchmark model
[9]. It is considered to operate at normal operation, i.e. the
rectifier operates at constant current (CC) control mode whilst

the inverter operates at constant extinction angle (CEA) control
mode. The sensitivity of different factors such as the value of
the firing angle α and the dc power transfer PHV DC , for the
possible initiation of SSTI problem, are investigated. Some
of the specific case studies such as three-phase fault at the
inverter commutating bus and line switching at the rectifier ac
system are examined as well. The time domain simulations
are conducted using PSCAD R / EMTDC c .
A. Frequency Modulation and Eigenvalue Analysis
A preliminary study is carried out for a hydraulic TG unit
interconnected with a constant voltage source with frequency
modulation. The SSTI phenomenon is investigated for a lower
frequency modulation band of 49 Hz ≥ fm ≥ 0.01 Hz, leading
to a superimposed frequency range of 1 Hz ≤ fi ≤ 49.99Hz.
Fig. 4 shows the torsional torque deviation of a hydraulic
TG unit with different generator-to-turbine inertia ratio n
for a superimposed frequency of 4 Hz ≤ fi ≤ 6 Hz. The
inset shows the torsional torque deviation plot for frequency
modulation in the range of 0 Hz ≤ fi ≤ 50 Hz. It is
observed that the peak deviation occurs at a superimposed
frequency fi of 5.4 Hz. This indicates that the system could
possibly excite the torsional interaction when the complement
of the system network resonance frequency fcomp coincides
with the torsional mechanical frequency fn . The torsional
mechanical frequency fn for a hydraulic system can be
evaluated using eigenvalue analysis. A linearised model of
the hydraulic system, including the salient pole synchronous
machine, governor, turbine, exciter and the shaft model, has
been developed. The eigenvalue analysis is used to determine
the mechanical torsional modes with the inertia of each mass
and the spring constant provided. The hydraulic units with
lower inertia ratio n indicate larger torsional torque deviation
over a wide frequency range of interest.
Fig. 5 shows part of the eigenvalues for a hydraulic system.
The pair of eigenvalues λ = -0.04± j33.95 has an oscillation
frequency of 5.4034 Hz with a damping ratio of 0.0012;
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they are identified as the torsional modes. Another pair of
eigenvalues λ = -0.84± j7.72 has an oscillation frequency
of 1.2292 Hz with a damping ratio of 0.1075 and they are
identified as local modes. The torsional modes appear to be
the critical modes. The torsional frequency fn shows a strong
agreement with the results obtained from the time domain
analysis.

Fig. 4. Torsional Torque Deviation of Hydraulic Turbine-Generator Unit with
different generator-to-turbine inertia n for a Frequency Range of Interest

Fig. 5.

1) Effect of changing firing angle α and dc power transfer,
PHV DC : The fast acting control loops of HVDC converter
station can result in SSTI. This phenomenon typically get
initiated from control interactions [7]. Such fast response of
the control loops can be simulated by changing the firing angle
α or changing the dc power transfer PHV DC . The response of
α and PHV DC are closely-related, as PHV DC = Vd Id , where
Vd is function of α as indicated in (4).
Fig. 6 shows the TG torque and system frequency responses
of the hydro units (with different n) for an increment of firing
angle α from 21.25◦ to 24.375◦ at t = 5 sec. The corresponding
change in DC power flow PHV DC is shown in Fig. 7. It is
observed that the sustained TG torque oscillations are excited
on the hydro units with the fast acting converter controller
operation. The SSTI phenomenon is more pronounced for a
hydro unit with a low value of n. This is due to the decrement
of the modal damping at the torsional frequency fn . The modal
damping Dn is represented as Dn = n2 Dtur + Dtg (1 − 1/n)2
[3] where Dtur is the turbine damping coefficient and Dtg is
the damping coefficient between the turbine and the generator.
The low value of n subsequently reduces the modal decrement
factor σn and the log decrement
δn . Both σn and

 δn are
represented as σn = nDtur + Dtg (1 − 1/n)2 /4H and
δn = σn /fn [3]. System frequency is affected relatively when
SSTI is resulted in. A supplementary control in terms of SSDC
could provide an additional damping to overcome such SSTI
problem.

System Eigenvalues of the ac system

B. A Hydro Unit Interconnected with CIGRE first HVDC
Benchmark Model
The preliminary study carried out in Section IV-A has
highlighted the possibility of torsional torque oscillation at the
torsional frequency fn of the hydro unit (especially for hydro
units with low n). The following case studies will demonstrate
the SSTI behaviour of the hydraulic TG unit interconnected
with the CIGRE first HVDC benchmark model shown in Fig.
3. The system is subjected to various disturbances such as
change in firing angle α and dc power transfer PHV DC , threephase fault at the inverter bus and line switching at the rectifier
bus.

Fig. 6. Turbine-Generator Torque and System Frequency Responses subject
to the change in alpha

2) Three-phase fault at the inverter bus: A generator encounters a large number of switching operations throughout
its lifetime, and such disturbances can excite undesired high
levels of oscillatory shaft torques. The switching operations
include line switching, system faults, fault clearance, etc. The
cumulative shaft torsional stresses experienced by the unit may
result in loss of fatigue life [5], [10].
Typically, three-phase faults can jeopardise the system stability, as well as the TG condition to a great extent. A five-
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Fig. 7. Firing angle and power transferred in dc link subject to the change
in alpha

Fig. 9. Firing angle and power transferred in dc link subject to 3 phase fault
at inverter bus

cycle three-phase fault is applied on the inverter bus at t = 5
sec and the effect on the shaft system is analysed.
Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the system response for a three-phase
fault on the inverter bus. The torsional torque response shown
in Fig. 8 demonstrates the likelihood of torsional oscillations
on a hydro unit, especially for a low n value. The responses
of firing angle α and dc power transfer PHV DC are depicted
in Fig. 9. The changes in dc voltage Vd and dc current Id are
shown in Fig. 10. The system settles down to a nominal state
after clearing the fault.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 8. Turbine-Generator Torque and System Frequency Responses subject
to 3 phase fault at inverter bus

System Responses subject to 3 phase fault at inverter bus

3) Line switching: Line switching is performed by switching the ac breaker, which connects the hydro unit to the HVDC
system, to stimulate the torsional modes of shaft vibration.
This represents the case study for the loss of the HVDC
link and its impact on the hydro TG unit is examined. The
switching operation is applied at t = 5 sec (by momentarily
opening the breaker) and the system is reconnected back after
0.05 sec.
Similar to the previous studies, large shaft torsional vibrations are experienced when the hydro unit is disconnected from
the HVDC link, especially on the small hydro unit as seen in
Fig. 11. It is also observed that the system frequency goes
beyond ± 5 %.
As seen in Fig. 12, the rectifier side ac system voltage drops
down to as low as 0.2 pu. Thus, adequate protection schemes
should be in place to avoid such deteriorating response from
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line switching event. Consequently, the dc voltage Vd and the
dc current Id drop down to a very low value, and this also
results in the momentary drop out of the dc power flow.
The impact of the loss of HVDC system on the nearby TG
unit has been analysed in an elementary manner. To represent
a more realistic situation, HVDC line faults can be applied by
executing the dc line protection and temporarily blocking one
of the poles.

V. C ONCLUSION
The torsional interaction behaviour of a hydraulic TG unit
interconnected to a HVDC system has been studied in this
paper. In general, steam, gas and nuclear units are more
susceptible to SSTI problem as they have multiple turbine
masses and faster moving shafts which are more vulnerable
to twisting compared to hydro units whose mechanical shafts
are slow in motion and turbine-generator masses are large.
Typically, the large inertia of the hydro generator provides
inherent damping of torsional oscillations. However, it is
demonstrated in this paper that the hydro units with a low
generator-to-turbine inertia ratio n would experience SSTI
problem. This is due to the lack of damping at the torsional
frequency fn . The case studies have demonstrated the effects
of change in firing angle α, three-phase fault at the inverter
commutating bus and line switching at the rectifier side ac
system. The simulation results have revealed that the shaft
vibration can be excited on a hydro unit, in conjunction with
HVDC system.
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